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Non-Professionals
According to the general public, the deep ocean
is most important, along with coastal regions
and seabed features (Fig. A).

We asked a total of 138 people a set of questions based on priorities in ocean mapping. To what extent are the
oceans mapped and how well are these maps representing what we see? Diverse answers came from 59 members
of the general public and 79 professionals working in an ocean field. Many believe we have less coverage of the
ocean mapped than reality (20.60%), however we all agree that mapping the oceans are of the utmost importance.
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Professionals
For professionals working in marine fields, the
most important area to map is predominantly
coastal areas, as well as the deep ocean (Fig. C).
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Fig C. What is the most important area to map?

Fig A. What is the most important area to
map?
The general public predominantly believes that
the areas of importance here include the
environment as the most important reason to
map along with navigation (Fig. B).

Figure 1 (a, b, c). Three Single Beam Echo Sounder surfaces (a, b, c) at different resolutions (grid spacing) in the Indian
Ocean featuring the Mauritius (top) and Reunion (bottom) islands. From left to right, grid spacing in arc minutes (m)
for each surface is 0.5m (a), 5m (b), and 10m (c), respectively. Depth is in metres, with 0m being at shallow depth
and -6000m being at deeper depth.
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Fig B. What is the most important reason for
mapping the ocean in the first place?
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most important mapping challenge

43% of professionals state safety of navigation,
as well as the marine resources are the most
relevant (Fig. D). This may be due to most
professionals that answered this survey work in
navigation (53%).

b the percentage of the ocean you think is mapped

Figure 2. a) We asked both professionals and the general-public what the most important mapping challenge facing us
today. As you can see the majority believe it to be water masses. b) The next question posed was how much of our
oceans do you think is mapped to date? Many believe we have less than 20.60% mapped to date.

Professionals and the general-public agree there is a need to survey the oceans and build a global
database. Resolutions represent the maps we create, so picking a suitable resolution for each mapping
mission is important. There is a wealth of information available online.
To find out more information about ocean mapping go to http://ccom.unh.edu/

Fig D. What about the most important reason
to map in the first place?
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